
ITEMS TO EXPERIMENT WITH AT HOME

Want ideas to try at home? Sometimes the material or media we use encourages our creativity and takes us for a journey. I
mean, ever pick up a pen that writes so smoothly you just want to write everything with it? Or that it just fits nicely in your
hand when you use it? That’s the enjoyment you should feel from your media of choice. However, we should also challenge

ourselves and stretch away from what is comfortable every so often. Our creativity and excitement (or sometimes mistakes) of
fun can produce some surprising and amazing results. We may need to experiment and try a few out before we find out what

works best for us. So let’s get playing!

O�ce Items
O�ce items normally include pens, pencils, highlighters…but what about paperclips? Sticky notes? Staplers and staples? What
other o�ce items can you test out?

Household Items
There are tons of items here ranging from designs cut from product packaging, ephemera, old book pages, pieces of broken
jewelry, strands of yarn or scraps of fabric, ribbon, food coloring, or glue you name it. As long as it is clean and the 2.5” x
3.5” size, it will be tradable. Some of these these that you make you should keep as a reference for yourself. Just because it
doesn’t look great now, you can always come back to that item to try again after you understand some techniques or more about
your own likes and dislikes in art.

Outdoor Items
This one you will have to be careful. Make sure you know which plants you are picking that they aren’t dangerous and don’t pick
too much of anything or too many things at once. We want to make sure nature can easily recover itself so everyone can enjoy
its beauty. These items can include the basics of what you can see such as flowers, leaves, or sticks. With more in depth options
such as dyes and pigments that we, as our current or historical society, use in our foods and fabrics. This could include charcoal
or stone matter as pigments or even wild onion skins for dyes. Explore and have fun!

Grocery Items
Though food is not really a great option as mold and bacteria are not welcomed in trades…their wrappers (if clean) may be a fun
addition to add to your art! There are also certain fruits and veggies that can create dyes to experiment with (such as with Beets
will give a beautiful red color). See what else you can use from the grocery store that doesn’t go bad!

As you can see there are so many items you can try! The options and combinations are limitless. The best way to tackle this is to
pick a theme to focus on so that the variation you are experimenting with can stand out. Pick something simple you love to draw
such as a leaf, a heart, or a sun shape. Use variations of media, techique, materials etc and collect them in a binder to see what

e�ects and feelings are created from your choice of combinations. You’ll find surprises you love!
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